
From: "Urs Siva >> Naveen" <naveenreloaded@gmail.com> 

 

 Recently i came to know that airtel wanted minimum internet speed in India to be kept at 512kbps. Recent survey by agency like 
Speedtest.net has revealed that India is severely lacking in broadband speed and our is subpar compared to other South East Asia 
countries. It is even sad state when India is the IT hub to many parts of the world. 

Airtel has always been leading the pack of ISP to maintain the STATUS QUO , when providing faster internet has become cheaper by 
everyday due to reduce hardware cost , etc. They are literally have become the monopoly and have the final say in what should be the 
internet speed for India. 

In United States of America , or in Singapore , Malaysia , China , the internet speed has been doubling / tripling each year . While in 
India it has been the same for almost 5 or so years now. Internet has become the center hub for all technological innovation and it has 
vastly changed how people interact with each other. Today i have the option to upload my High Resolution camera photos , but to truly 
become cloud based , ie making internet my Personal computer one need good internet and faster connection.I truely want Indian to 
experience such next generation technology to fullest. Be it Streaming movies , music or events , internet will be severely 
handicapped if AIRTEL`s atrocious proposal gets through. 

Also it would be wise for TRAI to set minimum internet speed every 3 or 5 years to enable good competition and make ISP work 
for people , rather than other way round.It would also be wise to degrade the current FUP system by ISP so that Indians can enjoy 
internet as it is, rather than restrict oneself to whim of ISP`s unreasonable barriers. 

I wish TRAI takes note of my a little long letter and make minimum internet speed at par with other SEA countries. 
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